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“I am encouraging each of our new customers arriving for bottom paint maintenance here 
to give us an opportunity to show them the results here on the Gulf Coast - cutting fuel 
costs, not giving up performance, but gaining performance.”

Coastal Marine - Boatyard | St. Petersburg, Florida

“Hinckley Yacht Services Portsmouth, Rhode Island is a proud user of Propspeed. We see 
the value Propspeed adds to our customer’s boats - sail, power and jet.”

Hinckley Yacht Services - Boat Builder | Portsmouth, Rhode Island

“We feel that it is our responsibility to provide our customers with the highest quality 
service and products. We feel Propspeed exemplifies the best product to recommend to our 
customers.”

KKMI - Boatyard | Richmond, California

“I only ever use Propspeed on my boat’s running gear due to its superior performance and 
durability over any other product. End of story!” 

Barnaby Newton - Skipper | New Zealand

“Saving yourself the time and effort, in addition to ensuring you get the most out of your 
propellers, makes Propspeed well worth it.” 

Amy Alton - Boat Owner | Worldwide
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COSTAL MARINE 
St. Petersburg, Florida 

Coastal Marine Yacht Service Center & Boat Sales is a full-service marina located in Florida, 

with a team of highly skilled technicians and craftsmen who are experienced in all aspects of 

yacht maintenance, repair, and restoration services. 

“With proven results, I am encouraging each of our new customers arriving for bottom paint 

maintenance here at Coastal Marine Yacht Service Center, that are not familiar with 

Propspeed, Lightspeed or Foulfree to give us an opportunity to show them the results here on 

the Gulf Coast, cutting fuel costs, not giving up performance, but gaining performance.”  

Brian Kelley, General Manager 

Coastal Marine, St. Petersburg FL 
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HINCKLEY YACHT SERVICES 

Portsmouth, Rhode Island 

 
Hinckley has been building and service America’s finest yachts since 1928. Today, Hinckley 

builds beautiful power and sailing yachts and owns ten YachtCare centers from Maine to 

Florida. 

 

“Hinckley Yacht Services Portsmouth, Rhode Island is a proud user of Propspeed. We see the 

value Propspeed adds to our customers boats, sail, power, and Jet. The infield support and 

training Propspeed provides ensures we are always getting the full benefits of Propspeed on 

every application we do at our yard. We can always count on our local Propspeed 

representative to provide us with any technical or training support when needed. At Hinckley 

Yacht Services Portsmouth, Rhode Island we are proud of our relationship with Propspeed 

and looking forward to strengthening this over the coming years.” 

Tara Regan, General Manager 

Hinckley Yacht Services, Portsmouth RI 
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KKMI 

Richmond, California 

 
KKMI operate service centres in both Pt. Richmond and Sausalito, providing a complete range 

of boat maintenance services at their environmentally compliant, award-winning facilities. 

 

 

“As managers and owners of a company, we feel that it is our responsibility to provide our 

customers with the highest quality service and products. We feel Propspeed exemplifies the 

best product to recommend to our customers.”  

Paul Kaplan, Founding Partner 

KKMI, Richmond CA 

 

“Bottom cleaners are constantly recommending Propspeed to our customers because it 

makes their jobs so much easier!” 

Bob Hennessey, Project Manager 

KKMI, Richmond CA 
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BARNABY NEWTON 
New Zealand 

 

Ata Rangi skipper Barnaby Newton has been on board since the beginning, overseeing the 82-

foot Viking’s design and build. He considers Propspeed a vital finishing touch. 

Propspeed improves performance and lowers operational costs while keeping your vessel’s 

running gear looking its best. By reducing the haul-out labor required to remove hard marine 

growth, the industry-leading foul-release coating also allows captains and boat owners more 

time on the water. 

 

Ata Rangi is a New Zealand–based luxury-charter sport fisher, and Barnaby is responsible for 

her crew and the safety of all persons on board. Cruising from America to the Bahamas, 

Costa Rica, Mexico and Panama, the busy captain needs fouling protection he can rely on. As 

such, he’s a keen Propspeed user with a short and to-the-point testimonial for anyone 

considering putting Propspeed on their own boat. 

 

"I only ever use Propspeed on my boat's running gear due to its superior performance and 

durability over any other product. End of story!" 

Barnaby Newton 

Skipper of Ata Rangi, 82ft Viking 
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AMY ALTON 
Worldwide 

 

In late 2014, David and Amy Alton, otherwise known as the Star Chasers, packed up their 

entire life and moved aboard their new yacht, Starry Horizons, a Fountaine Pajot Helia 44. 

This was the beginning of their adventure around the world. 

 

Circumnavigating took the couple 5 years and brought them to 6 continents and 27 

continents and territories. One comfort that has accompanied Starry Horizons on their travels 

since 2017 is Propspeed. “We were tired of cleaning our props so often. We searched online 

for a solution, and since we were in New Zealand, it was convenient to give it a try. And 

Propspeed has a great reputation.” 

 

 

Whilst sailing the coast of Australia, Amy and David experienced first-hand the difference of 

Propspeed versus no Propspeed. “We had one folding propeller with Propspeed and one 

without. We departed to make our way up the coast and discovered the propeller without 

Propspeed had so much growth on it that it couldn’t close…we had to detour to anchor off an 

island and clean our propeller. 
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So, would Amy and David recommend Propspeed? “Absolutely. It’s one less thing to worry 

about, and with the investment of folding propellers, you certainly want to keep your 

propellers clean as easily possible…Saving yourself the time and effort, in addition to 

ensuring you get the most out of your propellers, makes Propspeed well worth it.” 

"Saving yourself the time and effort, in addition to ensuring you get the most out of your 

propellers, makes Propspeed well worth it." 

Amy Alton 

Sailor, Starry Horizons 
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